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A.bstract~A stochA-qtic pursuit-evasion ptimal control problem in the vertical plane is considered. 
The pursuer has only partial observation of the evader's tate whereas the evader knowing that he 
is being pursued applies a given open-loop evasion strategy. By reducing the state space of the 
encounter a method is proposed for evaluating the effectiveness of the open-loop evasion strategies. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A stochastic pursuit-evasion ptimal control problem involving two players, E (the evader) and 
P (the pursuer), moving in the vertical plane is considered. The optimal control problem dealt 
with here is based on a noise-perturbed kinematic model, where both players, owing to thrust, 
drag and gravitational forces, have variable speeds vE and vp, respectively. The maneuverability 
of the players is determined by their speeds and their lateral pitch axes accelerations aE and 
ap, respectively. It is assumed that E and P can maneuver as long as rE1 < rE < rE2 and 
vpl < vp < vp2, where rE1, rE2, l~P1 and vp2 are given positive numbers; and that aE and ap 
serve as the control functions of E and P, respectively. Let (rE, zE) and (zp, zp) denote the 
locations of E and P, respectively. It is assumed that the motion of E and P is confined to a 
strip 0 < zE - zp < Ro and HR < z~, zp < Ho, where R0 is the detection range of P, and 
HR and H0 are given positive numbers. Also, we confine the motion of P by the restrictions 
-~r/2 _< 7/' <- r /2 where 7P is the path inclination of P. Thus, P has an "operation zone" Dop 
determined by: 0 <_ zE - zp < R0, HR < zE, zp < Ho, -~/2  <_ 7P <_ ~/2 and vpl < vp < vp2. 
Let Y denote the range vector from P to E and let r denote its magnitude. Define P's "contact 
set" (or "capture set") Cp by: r < r0, (~,~p) >_ rvpcosao, 0 ~ zE - zp < Ro, Hn < zB, 
zp < H0, ]7P] _ lr/2 and vp1 < v0 _< vp < vp2, where Yp is P's velocity vector, ~,~p) denotes 
the inner product between ~ and Wp, and v0 and a0 are given numbers, 0 < a0 <_ ~/2. 
It is assumed here that P receives the measurements of (rE(t), z~(t), zp(t), zp(t), 7p(t), 
vp(t)) t >_ 0, and that E, knowing that he is being pursued applies a given open-loop strategy 
{dE(t), ~ >_ 0). Using its measurements, the pursuer P steers by choosing, at each instant, 
its control function ap in such a manner as to maximize Prob(£), where the event £ is given 
by £ := { For some t, 0 < t < t! : P enters the "contact set" Cp while P and E are in 
Dop -Cp  for all s • [0,t)) where 0 < t! < oo is a given number. Note that the event £ depends 
on {dE(t), t • [0,t/]} and, consequently, depends on ~E := {(7E(t), rE(t)), t • [0,t/]}, where 
7E and vE are E's path inclination and speed, respectively. Hence, we denote £ -- £sm and 
Pm ~s : -  maxap Prob(£'B). 
The main goal of this work is to demonstrate hat by computing p~B for different open-loop 
evasion strategies {dE(t), t • [0,t/]}, and then comparing their values, one has a tool for evalu- 
ating the effectiveness of open-loop evasion strategies. Thus, for example, let Sa(DIt~ E J, t • [0 , ts ]}  
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and {a~)(t), t E [0,ty]} be two open-loop evasion strategies and let ~/(~) := {(7(~)(t), ~)(t)) ,  t<2)E 
[0,ty]}, i --- 1,2, be their corresponding solutions in the (TE,VE)-space. Then, if Pm ~k >Pm ~k , 
then we say that {a(~)(t), t E [0,t/I} is a more effective vasion strategy than {a(~)(t), t E [0,ty]}. 
The outline of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, the fundamental equations of motion 
for the encounter are derived. In Section 3 a rigorous formulation of the problem is given, and 
in Section 4 sufficient conditions on Pm ~s are given. These conditions require the existence of a 
properly smooth solution to a nonlinear parabolic boundary value problem in [0,ty] x R ~. By 
applying a finite-difference method, the problem is solved numerically. In Section 5, a numerical 
study is made of the parabolic boundary value problems by solving the problem for several 
open-loop evasion strategies. 
2. THE FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS 
Consider the motion of two points, E (the evader) and P (the pursuer), in the vertical plane. 
It is assumed here that the motion of player E is given by 
dzE 
dt = VE cos 7E, t > 0, zE(0) > 0, (1) 
dzE 
= VE SinTE, t > O, zE(O) e (H0, HR), (2) dt 
dv....~E = (aE - g c°svE), t > 0, 1761 _< ~, (3) 
dt vE 
dvE T~ - kl v~; - k2 
,, = -g  s in ' rE ,  t > o, vE(O) e (vm,vm), (4) 
aY mE 
and the motion of player P is given by 
dzp 
= vp cos 7P,  t > 0, (5) 
dt 
dzp 
= ve sinTp, t > 0, (6) 
dt 
- ~ (7) dTe =(ae  9cosTe) t>0,  I ' re l<~,  
dt vp ' - 
:~ K(M),,,~(OI dve [Tp(t) - Coo(M)~(ze)  v~, - (~(.J')v~,) J 
, , ,  - - - -  
at m~,(t) 
-#  sin-rp, t > 0, (8) 
where (rE, zE) and (zp, zp) denote the coordinates of players E and P, respectively; rE and vp 
their respective speeds; 7E and 7P their respective path inclinations; aE and ap their respective 
pitch axis lateral accelerations, which here serve as E's and P's control functions, respectively; 
TE and Tp(t) are E's and P's thrusts, respectively; mE and rap(t) are E's and P's masses, 
respectively; g is the gravitational acceleration, kl v~ and CDO (M)~(zp) v~ are E's and P's zero 
liR drags, respectively; k2 a~ v~ 2 and a~ K(M) m2p(t)/('~(zp) v2p) are their respective induced 
drags, and M is the Mach number, M - -  1~p/C(zp), where C(zp) is the speed of sound. The 
functions CDo(M), K(M),  ~(zp) and C(zp) are given as tabular data and are approximated by 
interpolation. It is assumed that Tp(t) and rap(t) are given functions, and that TE, mE, kl and 
ks are given positive numbers. 
It is assumed here that the pursuer P receives the measurements of (mE(t), zE(t), zp(t), zp(t), 
7P(t), vp(t)), t > 0, whereas the evader E, knowing that he is being pursued, applies a given 
open-loop evasion strategy {aE(t), t ~ 0}. Also, it is assumed here that P's motion is perturbed 
by small Gaussian white noises that model the random errors in the values of Tp(t), CDo(M), 
~(zp), K(M) ,  rap(t), T~, ]q, k2, ms and the random influence of the environment. 
Using its measurements the goal of the pursuer is to enter the "contact set" Cp before E leaves 
the "operation zone" Doe. This leads to a control problem of a stochastic partially observable 
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system. To avoid the formulation of an optimal control problem of a partially observable stochas- 
tic system (see, for example [1-7]), the following approach is being applied: Define zl := zg -  zv, 
z2 := zp, za := 7P, z4 := vp and z5 := ZE. Then, Equations (1)-(2) and (5)-(8) and the assump- 
tion about the existence of noisy perturbations in the motion of E and P lead to the following 
equations: 
dZl dW1 (9) 
dt = rE(t )  c°8"/'E(t) -- z4 6OSZ3"4- O'1 d""~' 
dz2 
dt = x4 sin x3 + tt2 dW2dt, (10) 
dza = (ap - g cosza) + ~a dWa, (11) 
dt z4 dt 
dx4 [Tp(t) - C.o(z , - dW4 (12) = (~(~)~) J - g sinza + a4 
dt rap(t) dt ' 
dz5 dW5 (13) 
dt = vE(t) s in7E( t )+as  dt ' 
t > 0, where W = {W(t) = (Wl(t), W2(t), Ws(t), W4(t), Ws(t)) ,t  >_ 0} is an RS-valued standard 
Wiener process, and ~i, i = 1,. . .  ,5, are given numbers, 0 < ~ << min(vm,vp1) , i  - 1,2,5, 
O < ¢a ~'-. x and O < a4 << g. 
Given {aE(t),t E [0,tl]}, and its corresponding trajectory tie = {(TE(t),vE(t)), t E [0,t]]} 
in the (7E, vE)-plane, Equations (9)-(13) constitute the fundamental equations of motion of E 
and P for the stochastic optimal control problem dealt with here. We redefine now player P's 
"operation zone" and "contact set" in the x-coordinate system, where z = (zl, z2,Za, z4, zs), by 
the following sets Do and C, respectively: 
z" 
Do := {x : -6  < zl < Ro, HR < z2 < Ho, Iza[ < ~ + ~, VVl < z4 < VP2, Ha < z5 < H0}, 
0 < 6 << 1, (14) 
and 
C :={x 6 Do : x~ + (x5 - x2) 2 <_ r~, ]xaJ < 2 '  vo <_ z4 <_ vv2 - 6, and 
xl cosza + (xs - x2) sinza >_ [x~ + (z5 - z2)2] 1/2 cosao}, vvl < vo. (15) 
Also, define 
D := Do - C. (16) 
Let z an = {zav(t) = (x~v(t),x~V(t),z~v(t),z~V(t),x~v(t)),  t E [O,tll}, be the solution to 
Equations (9)-(13). (See the next section for a rigorous definition of a solution to Equations (9)- 
(13).) It is assumed that the encounter begins at t = 0 and that xav(O) E Do. If for some 
t E [0,t]], x"v(t) E C and z°P(s) E D for all s E [0,t), then we say that P enters its "contact set" 
before E or P leave P's "operation zone." Thus, the pursuer P steers by choosing at each instant 
its control function av in such a manner as to maximize Prob({For some t ~_ [O, ti] : z"v(t) E C 
and x"V(s) E D for all s E [0,t)}). However, the process x "p depends on the trajectory t/E and, 
consequently, the above-mentioned probability is a functional of ~/E. Thus, by computing such 
probabilities for different open-loop evasion strategies {aE(t),t E [0,1I]}, and then comparing 
their values, one has a tool for evaluating the effectiveness of open-loop evasion strategies. 
Thus, the approach used here is that instead of dealing with an optimal control of an eight- 
dimensional partially observable stochastic system (Equations (1)-(8) subjected to noisy pertur- 
bations), we rather treat an optimal control problem of a five-dimensional completely observable 
stochastic system under the condition that T/E is given (Equations (9)-(13)). 
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3. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
In the sequel, the following set of stochastic differential equations will serve as the model for 
the motion of E and P. 
dZl - [J(t) vs(t) cos 7s(t)  - I(z) x4 cos zs] dt + al dW1, (17) 
dx2 = I(x) x4 sin x3 dt + a2 dW2, (18) 
dza = I(x) [ae(t, z) - g cos xa] dt + aa dWa, (19) 
X4 
[ TP(t)-CDO(x2'z4)-~(x2)x~- (~(~¢') ~I) ] -g  sinza dt + a4 dW4, 
(20) 
(21) 
me(t) 
dxe = Y(t) vs(t) sin 7s(t )dt  + ae dWe, 
t > 0, where J(t) = 1 if t E [0, ty], and J(t) = 0 otherwise. The function I is introduced here 
to guarantee the existence of solutions to Equations (17)-(21) over the whole of R e. In fact we 
are interested in these solutions only over D0. Thus, I(x) = 1 if z E {z : vp1 <<_ z4 < vp2}, and 
I(z) = 0 otherwise. 
Let Us be the class of all strategies as = {as(t) , t  E [0, ty]} such that Equations (1)-(4) have 
a unique and bounded solution ~s = {~s(t) = (x/~(t), zE(t), 7S(~),vs(t)),t E [0,tl]}, such that 
xE(t) > O, zs(t) E (H1,H2) and vs(t) E (vsl ,vs2),  for all t E [0,tl]. Denote by U0 the class of 
all feedback strategies ap = {ap(t,x), (t, x) E [0, oo) x Re}, such that ap : [0, oo) x R 5 ---, R is 
a measureable function and [ae(t,z)l < apo, for all (t,x) E [0,oo) x R e, where apo is a given 
positive number. 
Let aE E Us and let ~/s = {(Ts(t), vs(t)), t E [0,t/I} be its corresponding trajectory in the 
(Ts, vs)-plane. Also, let ap E U0 and denote u :=(r /s ,ae) .  Then [8, Equations (17)-(21)] 
u u " " " t " t determine a family of stochastic process if.,. = {¢.,.(t) = (¢,,.~(t), ~.,.~(t), ¢o, . . ( ) ,  ( . ,~.( ) ,  
u t ~,, , , ( ) ) ,  t E [0, oo)}, (s,z) e [0, oo) x R e, and an associate family of probability measures 
{P~,, (s,x) E [0,c~) x R e} on 12 = C([0, c~), Re), such that P",,= is the solution to the martingale 
problem for L,(u), 
L,(u) = [J(t) vs(t) cosTs(t) - I(x) x4 cosxa] a d)xl 
+ [I(z) x4 sin zs] ~2 
+ I(x) [ap(t, z) - # cos xs] Z) 
x4 (9 s 
.~.(*,,~) K(=2,~.) m~.(01 + l(x) [Tp( t ) -  CDO(X2, z4)'fi(x~)z~4-- ()(~,~),~) j 
me(t) 
a 
+ [J(t) vs(t) sin 7s(t)] (gxe 
Z) 2 
+ 2 ,=i Oz, 
a (22) 
-gs inzs  9z4 
and has the following properties: 
(a) P;",.((C,.(0 = x, 0 < t < .})  = I. (23) 
(b) The expression 
F(CL(t)) - / '  dA 
is a P~,.-martingale after time s for all F E C~(Rs).  
(24) 
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Denote by r(s, z; u) the first exit time after s of (,"= from D, and define the following class of 
admissible strategies: 
V := {ap • U0: sup E~s,. 1"(s, m; u) < oo, for any aE • UE}, (25) 
(,,~)e[0.oo)xD 
u = (WE, ap), where E+U= denotes the expectation operator with respect to P~=. 
Define the following functional: 
V(t,=; u) := Pt",=( {r(t,z; u) < t! and (~,,(r(t,z; u)) • C}), 
ap • U, aE • UE, (t,Z) • [O, tl] × R r~. 
(26) 
In other words, roughly speaking V(t, z; u) is the probability that P reaches the "contact set" 
Up at some time s, s • It,t/I, before E and P leave the "operation zone" Doe; and given that 
the control aw ap is being applied by P and that E moves along a given trajectory WE in the 
(TE, vE )-space. 
The following problem is dealt with here: Given that E moves along a trajectory UE, find a 
strategy a~ • U such that 
V(t, z; (WE, ap)) < V(t, z; (WE, a~)), for any ap • U and all (t, z) • [0, ty] x D. (27) 
In fact, we are not interested here in finding the values of a~,, but rather in computing the values 
of V(., .; (WE,a~,)) for different rajectories WE, or equivalently, for different evasion strategies 
aE -- {aE(t),t e [0,tl] ) (while keeping the values of 7E(0) and VE(0) fixed). The computation 
of V(., .; (WE, a~,)) for different open-loop evasion strategies aE and the comparison of the results 
serves as a tool for evaluating the effectiveness of the evasion strategies. 
4. COMPUTATION OF V(',.;(wE,aP)) 
Let 2) denote the class of all functions V : [0,t]] x R 5 ~ R, such that V is continuous on 
[0,t!] x D0, V • CI'2([0,tI) x D) and such that @V/@t + Lt(u) V • L2([0,tl) x D) for any 
ap • U and aE • UE. 
By following the same procedure as in [9], it follows that the function V(-,-; (~E, a~,)) may be 
found by solving the following problem: 
or(t , , )  
T + L,((WE, ap))V(t, , )  = 0, (t, , )  e [0,tl) x O, (28) 
V(t,z) = 1, (t,z) E [0,ty] x C, (29) 
vctl, , )  = o, = e D, (30) 
vct,,) = 0, (t,x) • [0,01 x D~, (31) 
(D~ denotes the complements of Do) and, for all (t,z) E [0,t/) × D: 
aV(t,z).,_ { apo, 
If Bz~ > 0, then ap(t, z) : a°p(t, z), 
--apo, 
if a°(t, z) > apo, 
if lab(t, ,)1 < apo,  
if a°(t, z) < -apo ,  
(32) 
where 
.°Ct, ,):= 
otherwise, if ~V(t, z) ~}z4 _< 0, then 
2KCx~,.,).,p(O ~ '  oz  4 
(33) 
(ov(,,.)~ 
ap( , , , )  = apo  sign k ~s  1" (s4) 
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Note that Equations (32)-(34) are derived from the dynamic programming equation 
ov(t,x) 
+ max. L,(O?E,ap))V(t, =) = 0, (t, x) e [0,t/) x D. (35) 
ap(t,~) 
apEU 
Assume that Equations (28)-(34) have a solution denoted here by (~, V(., .;~)), W -- 07E,~/'). If 
~p E U and V(-, .;W) E :D, then 
v( t , z ;e )  = v(t ,x;u*) 
U* = P,U,:({r(t,z;u °) < t! and ¢,, ,(r(t,x;u')) e C}) 
> v(t, x; u), 
(36) 
for any ap E U and all (t, z) e [0, tl] x D, where u* = (Og, a~,) and u = (0E, a/,). 
In order to get more insight into the quality of a~,, Equations (28)-(31) have here been solved, 
where ap is given by 
a~(t, x) := { apo sign(B(z, 7E(t), v~(t)), 
B(~, 7~(t), ~(t)), 
if [B(z, 7E(t), vE(t))l > a~,o, (37) 
otherwise, 
where 
and 
B(x, 7/~(t), vE(t)) := 
A x4 ( ~1 v, ( t )  - (~5 - ~2) v , ( t )  ) 
r 2 (3s) 
v.(t) :=rE(t) cosTa( t ) -  x4 cos=s, 
v. (t) := rE(t) sin 7E (t) - =4 sin =s, 
~ := ~ + (z5 - x2) ~. 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
Note that a N is a saturated proportional navigation guidance law. A similar form of propor- 
tional navigation is applied, for example, in reference [10]. 
Assume that  Equations (28)-(31) and (37)-(41) have a solution (uN,V(., . ;uN)),  
u N = (~/~.,a~), and that a s E U and V(.,.;u N) ~ 2). Then, it can be shown in the same 
manner as in [9], that 
v(t, x;.~) = e,~,[((.(t, x;.~) < tl and ¢~,:(.(t, ~;.")) e C}), 
for all (t, z) e [0, tl] x R 5. 
(42) 
5. A NUMERICAL STUDY 
Denote by R~ the following finite-difference grid on Rh: 
R~ := {(ihx,jh2, kh3,th4, rnhs) : i, j, k,£, m = O, 4-1, 4-2,... }. (43) 
and define D0h := Do N R~ and Dh :-  D N R~. 
Equations (28)-(34), or Equations (28)-(31) and (37)-(41), have here been solved using an 
upwind finite-difference method on [0, t/] x D0h described in [9] (using the value 0 = 0), whereas 
Equations (3)-(4) have been solved using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. First, Equa- 
tions (3)-(4) have been solved and the values of {(TB(kA0), vB(kA0)), k = 0, 1 , . . . ,  N} (where 
NAo = t/) have been stored and then, either Equations (28)-(34) or (28)-(31) and (37)-(41) 
were solved. 
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P,(x,)  
ae(t ) = g 
0.5 
O.S 
0.4 
0.2" 
J x .  = 6900 
" "<- -  x ,  = 7500 
.... -"-" x .  = 9000 
- - , r . -  x .  =10500 
• - -e - -  x,, =11100 
O.O ~ ~ ~  
0 5 000 10 000 15 000 
X 1 
Figure 1. P0(zl) = PA'h(xI ,ZS;~E,a~) as a function of :1, for different values of 
xs, where ape(t) = g, 0 < t <_ 30. 
Denote by V~.h(., .; (~ ,  a~,)) and VA,h(., .; (~E, aN)) the solutions to the finite-difference equa- 
tions corresponding to Equations (28)-(34), or Equations (28)-(31) and (37)-(41), respectively. 
Define, for ap - a'p, a N, 
P4'~ (=1, =5; WB, ap) :-" max VA'h(0, ZZ, Z2, =3, Vp1 + h4, ZS; (}TE, ap  )). (44) 
X2jX~ 
xED~ 
Computations were carried out using the following set of parameters: 7B(0) = 0.0 rad, uB(0) = 
250 m/s, A = 1 s, Ao = 0.05 s, H0 = 12000 m, HR = 6000 m, vpz = 350 m/s, vp2 = 1250 m/s, 
Re = 15000 m, vo = 700 m/s, ~o = ~r/3, apo = 20 g m/s 2, hz = 0.2322802, k~ = 5367709.468, 
TE = 219755 N, mE = 17656 kgm, h = 4, 
Tp(t) = I 9000,0, 012 -<<t t, < 12, (45) 
124.9354 - 3.7446171t, 0 _< t < 12, (46) 
rap(t) = 80, 12 < t, 
o'~ = 1, ¢r~ = 1, o" I = ( , /200) ' ,  o'~ = 0.01, o'~ = 1, t !  = 30 s, h i  = 500, h2 = h5 = 300, 
ha = ~r/12, h4 = 75, r0 = 2 [h21 + h~] 112 = 1167.19 and N(Dh) = 1532765, where N(Dh)  denotes 
the number of points on D0h. 
Extracts from the numerical results are presented in Figures 1-6. In these figures the plots of 
P0(=l) := p~,h(=l, =5; ~E, a~), (47) 
and 
PN(~I) "= PA'h(~I, ~; '!~, aN), 
are given as functions of zl for fixed values of zs. 
(48) 
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P.(x,) 
1.0 -~ as(t) = g 
0.8  
0.6" 
0.4  
0 .2  ¸  
0.0 
v*" -" 
/ 
,o" 
.o 
- ' x ,  = 6900 
"'~<'" x .  = 7500 
.... ~"" x ,  = 9000 
" '~ ' "  x .  =10500 
- • x ,  =11100 
0 5 000 10 000 15 000 
X 1 
Figure 2. PN(z I )  = P~'h(zz ,  ~s; ~£, aN) as a function of z l ,  for different values of 
zs ,  where a.~(t) = g, 0 < t < 30. 
P=(X, )  
as(t) = 2g 
0.8 
O.e 
0.4 
0.2 - 
0.0 "I- 
0 
" -+- -  x .  = 6900 
"'~<'" x s = 7500 
.... ~""  x ,  " 9000 
- -v - .  x ,  =10500 
- -e . - -  x ,  -11100 
5 000 10 000 
X ! 
Figure 3. P0(xz) = Pa 'h (Z l ,XS ;~£,a~)  as a function of x l ,  for different values of 
zs,  where a~(t) = 2g, 0 <_ t < 30. 
15 000 
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P.(x,)  
,01 a~(t) = 2g 
0.6- 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2"  
0.0 
. I ~ - ,~ % 
. /  , x .  - 6.00 %, ",, .... 
I " '~"  x. =10600 ",,,,,,. " ' .¢_ '~ .~ 
. . . .  , . . . . . . . .  ---_--_-.~...-. 
! 
0 6 000 10 000 18 000 
X 1 
Figure 4. PN(:~I)  ---- P&'h(z l ,=S; r /£ ,  =~') as a function of  =~1, for different values of 
=5, where "~(t) = 29, 0 < t < 30. 
P (x,) 
1.0 -  
O.S. 
0.6  ' 
0.4 • 
0 .2 .  
0.0 
a~(t) = 6 g sin(0.1 ~T t) 
" . *  .o** 
- ' , -oF  ~ ~,  --,_ -....~.~, .,- / \ ~,, - . . . .~  
""<'" x.  = 7500 ~ v,,.~. 
"'"*'" X. = 9000 , , , ,~  "v,.,~.., 
"'~'" X. =10500 ",,=,,,. °-v. .q. .~,.  
" x~ "11100 ~ ' ~ ' "  
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Figure S. Po(~1) = P" 'h (x1 ,x6 ;~s ,=~)  == s function of xl ,  for different value= of 
=5, where .~(t )  = 6gsin(O.If t), 0 _< t _< 3O. 
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..(x,) aE(t) = 6 g sin(0.1 1T t) 1.0-1 
1 
1 
o.aJ , x ,  " 6900 
0.0  I . . . . .  [] 
o . ;oo ,o ' 18 000  
X 1 
Figure 6. PN (xl) = pLX,h (Xl, x5; ~TE, ap N ) as a function of x l ,  for different values of 
xs, where aE(t) = 6gs;n(O.l~r t), 0 < t _ 30. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The work done here is a sequel to the work presented in [11]. Reference [11] deals with the same 
problem considered here but there the functions CDo(M),  "P(z2) and K(M)  are replaced by con- 
stants representing some average values of the corresponding functions. Thus, the reduced state 
space dealt with in [11] is four-dimensional and is defined by zl := zE -zp ,  z2 := zE--zp, zs :-- 7P 
and z4 := vp. Hence, whereas in [11] one could compare only the effectiveness of the open-loop 
evasion strategies, one can find in this work (as is shown in Figs. 1-6) also good values for zB(0) 
(that is, to choose zE(0) according to zE(0) = arg min HR<~6<//0 PA'h(z l , zs ; r l z ,aP) ,  where 
ap - a~, or ap N ), and optimal values of zp (0) and 7P (0) (see the definition of P~'h (z 1, z5; ~/E, ap)). 
Hence, the method proposed here enables one to search for effective open-loop evasion strategies 
aB, for good initial values zE(O) for the evasion, and for optimal initial condition zp(0) and 7P(0) 
for the pursuit. Note that one can always choose R0 and H0 - HR large enough, in order to make 
the model dealt with here more realistic. 
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